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Find the Right Start-up Team
Module 3



Agenda
1. Importance of ‘Who’ decisions, our biases we all have when judging 

others and wealth vs control dilemma


2. What roles do you need to fill? What is most important - experience, 
attitude, skills?


3. Upsides and downsides of going solo?


4. Whether having a co-founder is right for you and the questions and 
dilemmas you should consider 


5. The biggest weakness for many founders - hiring. The common 
mistakes. And what a good hiring process might look like


6. Strategic partner - whether it is worth having one?


7. How important is it to have an inner circle of advisors, coaches and 
mentors?



“The most important decisions that business 
people make are not 'what' decisions, but 
'who' decisions.”

Jim Collins, author of Good to Great



“Culture eats strategy for breakfast.”

Peter Drucker



Number One Metric

Percentage of seats on the 
bus filled with right people on 
each seat - if it’s not 90% right 

you’ve got a problem!



Examples of our biases when it comes to judging people:


• Overconfidence Bias

• Affect Bias

• Availability Bias

• Anchoring Bias

Delusional about How Good we are at Judging People's Potential 



Founders don’t necessarily know:


• What challenges are ahead

• Full range of options available to them 

• Long-term consequences of their decisions

• They are making an important decision!

Those early decisions are FRAUGHT WITH PERIL

Those Early Decisions are so Important



Founders’ choices are straightforward: Do they want to be rich or king?

The trade-off entrepreneurs make



Roles


Solo vs Co-Founders


Hiring Employees


Inner Circle


Strategic Partners


Investors

Typical & Critical People Decisions for Founders



Roles



The Visionary


Operational Leader 


Product Person 


Marketing Leader 


Sales Leader 


Finance Leader

Start-up Roles to Maximise Chance of Success



Industry experience?


Generalist vs Specialist?


Attitude or Skill?


Individual Contributor vs Manager


Big Company vs Small Company

Role Dilemma



How to Pick Right People for the Right Stage



Solo



Founder has the resources 


High conviction 


No need to grow the business quickly


Keep things simple


Want to be in control


Preference for working alone


More common in low-tech businesses

Reasons to go Solo



“Solo founders are twice as likely to succeed 
in business as co-founders.”

Greenberg and Mollick, Sole Survivors: Solo Ventures Versus Founding Teams.  
Based on survey of thousands of Kickstarter projects



Solo versus team performance 



Postpone or extend decision to found by gaining relevant 
experience 


Find experienced advisors and mentors to fill gaps


Find external partners and outsource tasks


As needs arise, use equity to attract employees and investors to 
fill gaps


Found a business is slower-moving, less complex industry

Mitigate Disadvantages



Co-Found



“My best business decisions really have to do with 
picking people…  

“Deciding to go into partnership with Paul Allen is 
probably at the top of the list…  

“Having somebody who you totally trust, who’s 
totally committed, who shares your vision and yet 
has a little bit different set of skills, and also acts 
as a check on you – and just the benefit of 
sparking off of somebody who’s got that kind of 
brilliance – it’s not only made it fun, but it’s really 
led to a lot of success.”

Bill Gates said in conversation with Warren Buffet 



“Starting a startup is too hard for one 
person. Even if you could all the work 
yourself, you need colleagues to 
brainstorm with, to talk you out of stupid 
decisions, and to cheer you up when things 
go wrong…  

“The low points in a startup are so low that 
few could bear them alone.”

Paul Graham, Y-Combinator 



Rare that Founder has all of the skills and human capital 


Share the load and can cover for you


Companion - more fun?


Play to strengths


Point out blind spots


Sounding board 


Larger network


More likely to succeed?

Reasons to Co-Found



Noam Wasserman’s research found that 65% of startups fail as 
result of co-founder conflict – higher than divorce rate 


YC Combinator co-founder bust ups number one reason for 
death of the company

Big cause of failure

Disadvantages of Co-Founding



No market need - 42%


Ran out of cash - 29%


Not the right team - 23%


Get outcompeted - 19%


Pricing/cost issues - 18%

Based on analysis of 101startup postmortems 

Top 10 reasons startups fail



Three Main Areas for Co-
Founder Focus 
• Relationships 
• Roles 
• Rewards



Relationships



Each new co-founder adds a layer of complexity


Weigh up the value 


Easy to underestimate the costs added by a co-founder


And overestimate the value of a co-founder

How Many Co-Founders?



Close contacts e.g. spouse, partners, friends, neighbours


Medium contacts e.g. mutual acquaintances, indirect contacts


Unknown contacts e.g. through search process

Who to Choose As Your Co-Founder?



Short-term attractive, quickest and easiest option


Less time to find each other


Quicker to develop effective working relationships - similar 
values, know each other’s strengths and weaknesses 


Potentially make decisions quicker

Benefits of Working with Friends & Family



“Co-founder teams more likely to breakup 
when cofounders are family members or 
close friends.” 

Noam Wasserman, Dean of Yeshiva University’s Business School



“A friendship built on business can be 
glorious, while a business built on 
friendship can be murder.”

John D. Rockefeller



Friends & family may result in weaker team


Initial enthusiasm replaced by workplace realities


Hard transition - social to professional


Conflict avoidance - not want to jeopardise relationship


Found it harder to have tough conversations about roles & 
strategies

Downside of Working with Friends & Family



More likely to have overlapping human capital


Less able to adapt to change


Less diverse networks


Less effective counter balance 


Less effective decision-making

Downside of Homogeneous Team



Compartmentalise relationships - ideally don't report to a relative


Envision negative scenarios - such as family issues - that could 
affect ability to work on startup


Create disaster plan - plan of action such as irresolvable business 
conflict 


Force sensitive discussions - establish process for it


Involve third-party in a dispute

Mitigate Risks of Co-founding with Friends/Family



Hard factors include: skill compatibility and functional 
backgrounds


Soft factors include: risk tolerance, personality, time horizon, 
commitment level and value system

Find out about 'Hard' and 'Soft' Factors



Why do you want to start a company? 


What draws you to this company or idea?


What values do you want to bring to the culture of the business?

Purpose, Values, Passion, Mission, Strengths, Weaknesses

Questions To Ask Potential Co-Founders



What do you look like when you get stressed?


Why do you think we would be good together?


One thing I’d like to know about my co-founder is…

Personality, Relationships, Mindset

Questions To Ask Potential Co-Founders



What are your ambitions? Short-term, medium-term and long-
term?


What does success look like? Would you sell this for £5 million? 
£100 million? Are you waiting for the billion-dollar exit?


What does failure look like? 

Motivation, Goals

Questions To Ask Potential Co-Founders



What are our personal cash needs in the short term?


What are your personal commitments? (i.e. are you married? do 
you have kids?) How will you manage your time? What are the 
biggest family limitations on your personal circumstances?


The Spouse Test. You should have your spouse or significant 
other meet the potential co-founder.

Personal Priorities

Questions To Ask Potential Co-Founders



What is the expected time commitment now, in six months, two 
years, etc.? How could change in your personal lives change your 
answers to these questions?


How long do you want to be involved in the business – all the 
way or just for the start up phase?


How will decisions get made?

Roles & Responsibilities

Questions To Ask Potential Co-Founders



What are your skills?


Will this be the primary activity for each of us? 


What are the areas you know you’re not particularly good at?

Roles & Responsibilities

Questions To Ask Potential Co-Founders



If you had to come up with three words to describe the culture 
you want to create, what would they be? 


How do you deal with conflict? (The only real way to know this is 
to do a side project or start working together. Fights are healthy, 
how you get through them is the question.)


Ask for references. Don’t be afraid to do this, it’s important. 

Questions To Ask Potential Co-Founders



Roles 



Who becomes CEO?


Overlapping roles vs clear division of labour


Decision-making - consensus vs hierarchical

Role Dilemmas for Co-Founders



Rewards



Ask yourself if it's worth having unequal split conversation if 
'close to equal'


When to do it? 73% within month of founding (NW)


• Surprising as so many uncertainties

• Difficult to change


Investors may analyse how came to split


Ideally weigh up long-term contribution

Equity Split Dilemmas for Co-Founders



Past contributions

Idea premium?

Capital contribution 

Opportunity cost

Future contributions 

Level of long-term commitment

Founder motivations and preferences

Dynamic equity split - assuming things will change BUT don't know 
what. It's important to keep it right.

You could use buyout terms, vesting schedules and shareholders 
agreement

Criteria

Equity Split Dilemmas for Co-Founders



Hiring



Hiring one of the biggest weaknesses in entrepreneurs toolbox - 
most founders don't appreciate how important it is or how 
difficult it is


Management talent accounts for 52% of the business success 
equation, 17% strategy, 20% execution and 11% external factors


Hiring is how you build the foundation of the company. Especially 
critical in start up as founders and early team members form 
foundations of what company hopes to become


A single mediocre hire within the first five will in fact often kill a 
startup

Hiring



Belief that unstructured interview works


No hiring process


Have a weak flow of candidates


Lose candidates they really want to join the team


Not evaluating for values and cultural fit

Common Mistakes in Start-up Hiring



Legacy company issues


Mismatched expectations - unclear about what is needed in a job


Delusional about biases


Not consider company's stage of development 


Not hiring A players NB A players attract other A players 


Not realising diversity matters

Common Mistakes in Start-up Hiring



“If you always hire people who are smaller 
than you are, we shall become a company 
of dwarfs. If, on the other hand, you always 
hire people who are bigger than you are, 
we shall become a company of giants.”

David Ogilvy



Interviews - unstructured - do not work well. 


The unstructured interview remains the most common way 
people are recruited despite it being a poor tool. 


“The validity or predictive power of a typical unstructured 
interview is around 20%.” according to HBR article. 


That means, if you’re not interviewing in a structured fashion, you 
only have a 1 in 5 chance of actually making a good hire (yikes).

Common Mistakes in Start-up Hiring



Sourcing - search all the time, list of ten most talented people you 
know, seek referrals from networks, incentivise employees and 
friends of the firm to source candidates


Clarify the role - mission, outcomes, competencies 


Values fit - know your values and ask questions about the fit with 
the candidate


Structured, consistent interview process - standard questions 
focusing on past history/competencies/values/attitude with 
scoring system


If hiring in area/function not familiar with find someone to help

The right hiring process can be key differentiator to your success

Improve Your Hiring



Take up the references but not only the ones you are given


Selling - do it throughout the process. Find out what matters to 
them - fun, freedom, fortune, family, fit


Get them to do practical assignments


Ask them to complete personality and cognitive assessments

The right hiring process can be key differentiator in your success

Improve Your Hiring



Partners



The right strategic partners can have major impact:


• Lend resources - key technologies, manufacturing capacity, 
warehouses, call centres


• But asymmetry in bargaining power can cause problems

• Not much startup can do if big company doesn't fulfil 

commitments

Benefits of Partners



Inner Circle



Advisors/Advisory Board


Mentors 


Peer-to-peer mentors


Coaches


Formal Board


Team Members 

Types Within Your Inner Circle



Higher survival rates

Avoid costly mistakes

Make better decisions

Draw on experience

Widens network

Support & Motivation

Accountability

Sounding board

Feedback

Benefits of Inner Circle



Your advice network can be your unfair advantage 


Be deliberate about cultivating it properly


Choose people who want to see you succeed 


Choose the highest quality people with more experience and 
closer proximity to outcomes you are chasing 


You are only as good as the people you spend the most time with


You should invest the same effort in seeking out mentors/
coaches/advisors as you do to find a co-founder

Advisors, Mentors, Coaches - Your Inner Circle



“A great mentor is someone who offers 
objective advice, provides counsel from a 
fresh perspective, is willing to collaborate, 
listen and learn, as well as helping you stay 
focused on your goals, your purpose and 
what you’re working so hard to achieve.” 

Amy Zimmerman, Head of People Operations at Kabbage



“Nearly a decade ago, I read a story in 
Fortune about Silicon Valley's best-kept 
secret. It wasn't a piece of hardware or a 
bit of software. It wasn't even a product. It 
was a man. His name was Bill Campbell… 

“Bill had become so influential that he went 
on weekly walks with Steve Jobs and the 
Google founders said they wouldn't have 
made it without him.”

Adam Grant wrote in Trillion Dollar Coach  
Bill Campbell was a coach to executives at Facebook, Google and Apple



Appendix



stealth.li/


cofounderslab.com/  


co-founders.club/


workinstartups.com/


meetup.com/topics/co-founder/gb/17/london/


techstars.com/communities/startup-digest


starthawk.io/


founders-nation.com/

How to Find a Co-Founder

https://stealth.li/
https://cofounderslab.com/
https://www.co-founders.club/
https://workinstartups.com/
https://www.meetup.com/topics/co-founder/gb/17/london/
https://www.techstars.com/communities/startup-digest
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https://founders-nation.com/

